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Agenda 

Workshop on „Finance flows and investment needs for the Energy and Climate finance 
landscapes transition” 

Date: Friday, 15 March 2019, 9.00 – 16.30  
Location: IKEM, Berlin, Magazinstraße 15-16, 10179 Berlin, Germany 

Time Session 

9.00-9.30 Coffee and registration 

9.30–9.40 Welcome and introductions 

9.40-9.45 
Welcome from the host 

IKEM Managing Director - Simon Schaefer-Stradowsky 

9:45- 
11.15  

Session1: An overview of the methodologies for climate finance mapping and 
how they support policy making  

 Landscape of climate finance in France (Ian Cochrane, I4CE) 

 National sector-specific assessment of finance flows (Chavi Meattle, Climate 
Policy Initiative)  

 Climate and energy investment map in Germany and Latvia (Aleksandra 
Novikova, IKEM)  

 Update on tracking in Czech Republic (Jaroslav Knapek, Czech Technical 
University in Prague)  

 Update on capacity building activities in Poland (WiseEuropa) 

 

Discussion: What are similarities and differences, benefits and limitations of the 
different approaches?  

11.15-11:45 Coffee break 

11:45 - 
12:30 

Session 2: Methodologies for analysing investment needs, gaps and 
challenges, with the latest reviews from Germany and France 

- Investment gap and need analysis in Germany (Ingmar Juergens, DIW) 
- Presentation of insights from translating French national low-carbon strategy 

into quantified investment needs (Hadrien Hainaut, I4CE)  
Discussion/Q&A 

12:30-14:00 Lunch break 
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14.00 – 
14.30 

Session 3: Aligning finance with the Paris Agreement 

 Tracking finance flows in the context of Article 2.1c of the Paris Agreement 
(Alexander Dobrinevski, OECD Research Collaborative)  

 Criteria for Paris-aligned investing (Hanna Fekete, NewClimate Institute)  

Discussion: What are overlaps between tracking finance, investment needs and 
Paris alignment? How can methods and policy-making account for those? 

14:30-16:15 

Session 4: Benefits of integrating climate finance and investment mapping in 
the policy-making process - Insights from perspective of government 
representatives 

What role do climate finance tracking and the assessment of investment needs play 
(e.g.) in National Energy and Climate Plans under the EU 2030 energy union 
governance regime, long-term GHG development strategies, national annual 
budgeting and Development and evaluation of sector-focused finance frameworks 

 Introduction (WiseEuropa/I4CE) 

 National low-carbon strategy France (Michel Duhalde, French Ministry of the 
Ecological and Just Transition) 

 Work to date on data availability / links with EU Sustainable Finance Agenda 
(Andreas Barkman – European Environment Agency) 

 Objectives / experience of Poland (Lidia Wojtal, Climatekos)  

 Objectives / experience of Czech Republic (Jaroslav Knapek, Czech 
Technical University in Prague)  

 German government representative: (tbc) 

Discussion/Q&A 

16.15 – 
16.30 

Wrap up: The way forward for tracking climate finance and assessing 
investment needs 

 What are potential improvements to methods to be useful for decision 
making? 

 Creation of European Contact Group to continue these discussions    

  How can this type of analysis support successful NECP implementation? 

 


